
// a cleaner draft, based on the the review,  is pasted below for further edits.  The draft is 

verbose, requires to be made concise. Some points may have to be deleted.  // 

 

Draft Outline for approaches to engage the MAG, DCs, BPFs, NRIs and the IGF Community 

 in the multiyear work program: 

 
The multi-year work program for the IGF may make recommendations to the MAG to help set 
the future course of the Internet Governance; the way the Internet is governed determines how 
the Internet evolves further which in turn alters the pace and degree of future progress of the 
world we live in.  
 
Internet is already essential infrastructure; it is the lifeline of commerce, it impacts politics and 
facilitates social interactions and enables progress. Debates at the IGF and the views that arise 
from the IGF may determine the models by which the Internet would evolve further.  
 
The Internet could be a far more constructive ecosystem to help attain increased levels of 
literacy around the world, for primary and higher education around the world, for collaboration 
for technology development and deployment, for bringing in communities to collaborate on large 
scale farming, to minimise crime and to improve the quality of governance around the world. 
The right path of evolution would cause progress to happen at an accelerated pace, while 
misdirections would perpetuate the status quo of various problems and gross imbalances.  A 
well designed path for the IGF, formally established through a MWP, could help direct the 
course of Internet Governance towards Development, for instance by causing accelerated 
progress on the SDGs. The MWP should be approached with a good understanding of its 
possible impact on the progress of Internet Governance. 
 
The WG-MWP charter says:   “... more could be done to take a strategic, long-term view of the 
role and activities of the IGF...to reinvigorate the IGF by taking a longer-term view of particular 
issues ... achieving concrete outcomes on these over time.  A longer time horizon ...could help 
to bring in new collaborators, including international agencies, and new funders. “ 
 
In this context, the Working Group will examine the importance of engaging the MAG, the IGF 
community, BPFs, DCs and NRIs in the development of a multi-year strategic work programme. 
 
The multi-year work program is about a range of improvements to the way the IGF is funded, 
organized and achieves results. 
 
Engaging the MAG: As stated, the Objectives/Goals of the WG are to "work with the full MAG 
and the IGF community to deliver a ‘Living Programme’ and/or a Roadmap for strategic 
improvements." This task requires insights, responses and concrete action from the MAG. It 
would be very helpful if the full MAG is more involved in the work of the Working Group. The 
MAG should pay closer attention to the multi-year work plan, as this is strategic for the future of 
the IGF, especially on topics that require responses and actions from the MAG. As experience 



shows, it is extremely important to know positions at the start of a process. Currently processes 
are delayed or even stopped late into the process, preventing changes or program suggestions. 
There are ways to find out positions early on and incorporate them into the process from the 
start. As suggestions for improving of the MAG engagement, a presentation and a debate (e.g. 
60 minutes long) on the ideas put forward by the WG could be scheduled for one of the next 
MAG virtual meetings in 2018. Besides, this presentation and debate could be repeated during 
the first face-to-face meeting of the MAG in 2019, such that the new MAG feels more 
responsible for the outcomes from the WG. 
 
Engaging the NRIs: At least one leader from any of the NRI initiatives should be engaged in this 
WG, acting as a liaison to the NRIs community. As soon as the WG has a first draft of a MWP 
proposal, as well as proposals for themes leading to more concrete IGF outcomes, these 
proposals should be forwarded to the NRIs for debate at national and regional levels. This 
should be a continuous effort, as new themes are proposed in future years. Contributions from 
the NRIs should be forwarded back to the global IGF, either during sessions to be held during 
the IGF, or conveyed to the WG by the NRIs liaison. NRIs could also assist in finding the right 
experts for this work/pilots from their respective communities. This may take a greater effort in 
supplying information to the NRIs. 
 
Engaging BPFs and DCs:  The BPFs and DCs may wish to share proceedings and outcomes 
industry-wide, globally. For instance the BPF on IXPs may wish to take the summary of its 
deliberations to all IXPs to strive to promote the Best Practices far more widely, perhaps even 
reducing a minimal common set of the Best Practices as Global IXP Standards. For this to 
happen, the WG would find it helpful to have representation from the DCs and BPFs; at least 
one BPF leader and one DC leader may be engaged in the work of the Working Group, acting 
as liaisons. The WG could also have one meeting every year with BPFs, one with DCs, one with 
NRIs with respective focus. BPFs and DCs may also be an extremely valuable source of 
proposals for themes to be considered at the WG pilots and in future rounds of the 
outcome-oriented mechanisms, as they have a better insight into themes that have more wider 
consensus across stakeholder groups. As another possibility, a new BPF or DC could be 
proposed to deal intersessionally with a theme that is deemed appropriate for delivering a more 
concrete outcome. An intersessional work, gathering contributions from the various stakeholder 
groups, from the MAG and from the NRIs, could better prepare a theme for a final deliberation 
towards a concrete outcome during the IGF. 
 
Engaging the IGF Community: Participation of the global IGF Community in the development 
and discussion of the MWP is of foremost relevance for the evolution of the IGF. With 
Community engagement in planning the MWP, various improvements could be discussed, such 
as making better use of IGF Community presence in global Internet events, outreach by News 
media, new media and through institutions such as TED. Community engagement in the 
development and evolution of the MWP, for instance in form of interactive roundtable sessions 
during the IGF and other events, through intersessional work and through webinars, would help 
the WG-MWP in improving the overall design of the IGF. By engagement in the multi-year work 
program, the community would also directly work on IGF's continued openness, fairness, 
transparency and stakeholder balance. Participation of the broader IGF Community in BPF, DC 



and NRI activities that are directly linked to the MWP development, discussion and evolution 
should be encouraged. 
 
The Charter talks about a "predictable" time frame and also mentions "a longer time horizon". If 
we take 3 years as the "predictable" time frame, and 7 years or more as the longer time horizon, 
the WG could work on a relatively detailed plan for 3 years in the direction of a vision for the 
evolution ahead. 
 
The way forward for the Working Group with improved engagement: 

 
If it be the wish of the MAG, NRIs, BPFs and DCs and the broader Community to strive for more 
balanced stakeholder participation in the IGF, to strive for Higher level participation, for a well 
funded global and regional IGFs, to inter-link the NRIs with one another and integrate the work 
of the NRIs more closely with that of the global IGF, to raise the overall stature of the IGF and to 
strive for the global Internet Policy developed with reference to the IGF thinking, for the global 
Internet policy to revolve around IGF outputs and (perhaps even recommendations), and if all of 
us desire results in terms of preserving the openness and the global nature of the Internet, it will 
require actions from the MAG such as an amplified call for contributions from Governments, 
business, the technical community, civil society, academia and "new funders".  With improved 
engagement, the WG could get to such tasks. 
 
Process for generating rough summaries and concrete recommendations: 
 
1. The plan would start with an assessment by the MAG of a topic / issue that had significant 
traction / interest during an IGF, with involvement across the stakeholder base.  The topic could 
arise from within other stakeholder communities, e.g. IETF, ICANN, etc. and has broader 
implications to the whole IGF community or derived from (multiple) workshop/Open Forum 
proposals or otherwise clearly urgent topics with global implications 
 
2.  Once chosen a WG would need to be established with a Call (in normal way); on IGF site; 
would be chaired by MAG representative;  
 
3.  WG would develop and overall plan for the discussion of this subject / issue along the lines 
of a Dynamic Coalition or BPF perhaps seeking input / expertise from elsewhere  
 
4. Very initial ideas / recommendations on the issue would (after approval by MAG) socialised 
publically and then presented at the following IGF for in-depth discussion (with necessary 
allocation of time etc);  
 
5.  The WG, taking input from the IGF and the on-line Community would develop ideas / 
recommendations further and work up a detailed consultation inter-sessionally;  
 
6. Subject to MAG approval the consultation would be issued with input sought at least 3 
months ahead of next IGF, allowing WG time to discuss, draft and publish a final Report with 
Recommendations which would then go to the IGF;  



 
7. At the IGF there would be a special session (with necessary advance publicity) to secure 
broad approval / endorsement of the Recommendations; these would just reflect a multi 
stakeholder dialogue, no more than that, but would demonstrate the ability of IGF to reach 
outcomes that can guide global policy making;  
 
The seven points above outline a proper sequence for formal outcome or recommendation on a 
certain issue that have the time for such a methodical policy approach 
 
One opinion is that there would be a number of variants, it may be difficult for MAG, after an 
IGF, to simply pick an issue and then conclude Recommendations on that issue without going 
back to IGF the next time. The process for a draft position to be taken to the next IGF -  is a 
logical and fair sequence for arriving at [concrete and major]  policy positions / 
recommendations [from the IGF]. For an outcome to take the shape of a concrete 
recommendation from the IGF on a policy topic, it does require a formal consensus process and 
it takes time.  Formal, concrete recommendations from the IGF, it requires a thorough 
consensus process that may require a draft paper to go back to the next IGF  
 
However, It might be possible for the MAG to choose issues and make recommendations 
without waiting for the next IGF, if the exercise is carried out elaborately. Such an exercise 
would result in a report including outcomes or recommendations that can be disseminated. This 
is the "tangible output" of the IGF. There could be different classes of IGF outputs: 
 

●  We may need a process flow for some issues to progress right out of a just concluded 
IGF, within 30-60 days, perhaps even with a 'rough consensus' or 'rough 
recommendation' status; or create a one page document from MAG to policy makers, 
that summarises, in general, topics and deliberations during the just concluded IGF, 
which could be in reflection of the "mood" of the just concluded IGF  

● We may also need a process or methods for the MAG to simultaneously examine 
deliberations from a range of topic debates across the cross spectrum of work by DCs / 
BPFs / workshops / open forums and main sessions (even from speeches by special 
invitees) These could also be readable summaries that 'roughly' summarize the 
deliberations on various topics, aimed for a larger audience.  

● Also, the BPFs and DCs would have their own outputs.  

 
However, it is important to know what individual positions are at an early stage. Using online 
tools can assist in bringing these in the open, early on in the process. It also allows for clear 
input and decision paths. The (virtual) MAG meetings can be used much more effectively this 
way, as initial input and debates all have taken place online. 
 
 
 



 

//  An initial outline (a form of first draft) on the task of engaging the MAG, DCs and BPFs, NRIs 

and the broader IGF Community was circulated in the WG-MWP list. That first rough draft  is 

copied on page 2, after the white space, for context, in grey and blue. The task is to create a 

formal approach paper. The Drafting team could begin anew on the clean space below:  The 

drafting team has edit privileges to make finalized changes for this document. However, it is 

easier to keep track of the changes if everyone works on the document on “suggest” mode 

rather than “edit” mode. // 

 

Outline for approaches to engage the MAG, DCs, BPFs, NRIs and the IGF Community 

 in the multiyear work program: 

 
The multi-year work program for the IGF may make recommendations to the MAG to help set 
the future course of the Internet Governance; the way the Internet is governed determines how 
the Internet evolves further and the pace and degree of future progress of the world we live in.  
 
Internet is already essential infrastructure; it is the lifeline of commerce, it impacts politics and 
facilitates social interactions. Debates at the IGF and the views that arise from the IGF may 
determine the models by which the Internet would evolve further.  
 
The Internet would be a far more constructive ecosystem to help attain increased levels of 
literacy around the world, for primary and higher education around the world, for collaboration 
for technology development and deployment, for bringing in communities to collaborate on large 
scale farming, to minimise crime and to improve the quality of governance around the world. 
The right path of evolution would cause progress to happen at an accelerated pace, while 
misdirections would perpetuate the status quo of various problems and gross imbalances.  A 
well designed path for the IGF, formally established through a MWP, could help direct the 
course of Internet Governance towards Development, for instance by helping achieve the 
SDGs. The MWP should be approached with a good understanding of its possible impact on the 
progress of Internet Governance. 
 
The WG-MWP charter says:   “... more could be done to take a strategic, long-term view of the 

role and activities of the IGF...to reinvigorate the IGF by taking a longer-term view of particular 

issues ... achieving concrete outcomes on these over time.  A longer time horizon ...could help 

to bring in new collaborators, including international agencies, and new funders. “ 

 



In this context, the Working Group will examine the importance of engaging the MAG, the IGF 

community, BPFs, DCs and NRIs in the development of a multi-year strategic work programme. 

 

The multi-year work program is about a range of improvements to the way the IGF is funded, 

organized and achieves results. 

 

 

Engaging the MAG: As stated, the Objectives/Goals of the WG are to "work with the full MAG 

and the IGF community to deliver a ‘Living Programme’ and/or a Roadmap for strategic 

improvements." This task requires insights, responses and concrete action from the MAG. It 

would be very helpful if the full MAG is more involved in the work of the Working Group. The 

MAG should pay closer attention to the multi-year work plan, as this is strategic for the future of 

the IGF, especially on topics that require responses and actions from the MAG. As experience 

shows, it is extremely important to know positions at the start of a process. Currently processes are 

delayed or even stopped late into the process, preventing changes or program suggestions. There are 

ways to find out positions early on and incorporate them into the process from the start. As suggestions 

for improving of the MAG engagement, a presentation and a debate (e.g. 60 minutes long) on 

the ideas put forward by the WG could be scheduled for one of the next MAG virtual meetings in 

2018. Besides, this presentation and debate could be repeated during the first face-to-face 

meeting of the MAG in 2019, such that the new MAG feels more responsible for the outcomes 

from the WG. 

 
Engaging the NRIs: At least one leader from any of the NRI initiatives should be engaged in this 

WG, acting as a liaison to the NRIs community. As soon as the WG has a first draft of a MWP 

proposal, as well as proposals for themes leading to more concrete IGF outcomes, these 

proposals should be forwarded to the NRIs for debate at national and regional levels. This 

should be a continuous effort, as new themes are proposed in future years. Contributions from 

the NRIs should be forwarded back to the global IGF, either during sessions to be held during 

the IGF, or conveyed to the WG by the NRIs liaison. NRIs could also assist in finding the right 

experts for this work/pilots from their respective communities. This may take a greater effort in 

supplying information to the NRIs. 

 



Engaging BPFs and DCs:  The BPFs and DCs may wish to share proceedings and outcomes 

industry-wide, globally. For instance the BPF on IXPs may wish to take the summary of its 

deliberations to all IXPs to strive to promote the Best Practices far more widely, perhaps even 

reducing a minimal common set of the Best Practices as Global IXP Standards. For this to 

happen, the WG would find it helpful to have representation from the DCs and BPFs; at least 

one BPF leader and one DC leader may be engaged in the work of the Working Group, acting 

as liaisons. The WG could also have one meeting every year with BPFs, one with DCs, one with 

NRIs with respective focus. BPFs and DCs may also be an extremely valuable source of 

proposals for themes to be considered at the WG pilots and in future rounds of the 

outcome-oriented mechanisms, as they have a better insight into themes that have more wider 

consensus across stakeholder groups. As another possibility, a new BPF or DC could be 

proposed to deal intersessionally with a theme that is deemed appropriate for delivering a more 

concrete outcome. An intersessional work, gathering contributions from the various stakeholder 

groups, from the MAG and from the NRIs, could better prepare a theme for a final deliberation 

towards a concrete outcome during the IGF. 

 

Engaging the IGF Community: Participation of the global IGF Community in the development 

and discussion of the MWP is of foremost relevance for the evolution of the IGF. With 

Community engagement in planning the MWP, various improvements could be discussed, such 

as making better use of IGF Community presence in global Internet events, outreach by News 

media, new media and through institutions such as TED. Community engagement in the 

development and evolution of the MWP, for instance in form of interactive roundtable sessions 

during the IGF and other events, through intersessional work and through webinars, would help 

the WG-MWP in improving the overall design of the IGF. By engagement in the multi-year work 

program, the community would also directly work on IGF's continued openness, fairness, 

transparency and stakeholder balance. Participation of the broader IGF Community in BPF, DC 

and NRI activities that are directly linked to the MWP development, discussion and evolution 

should be encouraged. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Initial Draft and Discussions (for reference) : ( Various approaches to the task of engaging 

the MAG, DCs, BPFs, NRIs and the broader IGF Community in the work of multi-year work 

program ) 

 
The WG-MWP charter says:   “... more could be done to take a strategic, long-term view of the 

role and activities of the IGF...to reinvigorate the IGF by taking a longer-term view of particular 

issues ... achieving concrete outcomes on these over time.  A longer time horizon ...could help 

to bring in new collaborators, including international agencies, and new funders. “ 

 
In this context, the Working Group will examine the importance of engaging MAG, IGF 

community, BPFs, DCs and NRIs in the development of a multi-year strategic work programme 

 
On engaging MAG, IGF community and NRIs: 

 
MAG: As stated, the Objectives/Goals of the WG are to "work with the full MAG and the IGF 

community to deliver a “Living Programme” and/or a Roadmap for strategic improvements." This 



task requires insights, responses and action from the MAG. It would be easier if the MAG is 

even more involved in the work of the Working Group. The MAG could pay closer attention to 

the multi-year work plan, especially on topics that require responses and actions from the MAG. 

 
NRIs: NRIs may require better funding and other forms of increased support. It requires at least 

one leader from any of the NRI initiatives to be engaged in this work. 

 
BPFs and DCs:  The BPFs and DCs may wish to share proceedings and outcomes 

industry-wide, globally. For instance the BPF on IXPs may wish to take the summary of its 

deliberations to all IXPs to strive to promote the Best Practices far more widely, perhaps even 

reducing a minimal common set of the Best Practices as Global IXP Standards. For this to 

happen, the WG would find it helpful to have representation from the DCs and BPFs; at least 

one BPF leader and DC leader may be engaged in the work of the Working Group. 

The WG could also have one meeting every year with BPFs, one with DCs, one with NRIs with 

respective focus. 

 
IGF Community:  With Community engagement in planning, various improvements could be 

discussed, such as making better use of IGF Community presence in global Internet events, 

outreach by News media, new media and through institutions such as TED. Community 

engagement in the form of interactive Roundtable sessions during IGF and other events and 

through webinars could help the MWP in improving the overall design of the IGF. By 

engagement in the multi-year work program, the community could directly work on IGF's 

continued Openness, fairness, transparency and stakeholder balance. 

 
The Charter talks about a "predictable" time frame and also mentions "a longer time horizon". If 

we take 3 years as the "predictable" time frame, and 7 years or more as the longer time horizon, 

the WG could work on a relatively detailed plan for 3 years in the direction of a vision for the 

evolution ahead. 

 
The way forward for the Working Group with improved engagement: 

 
If it be the wish of the MAG, NRIs, BPFs and DCs and the broader Community to strive for more 

balanced stakeholder participation in the IGF, to strive for Higher level participation, for a well 



funded global and regional IGFs, to  inter-link the NRIs with one another and integrate the work 

of the NRIs more closely with that of the global IGF, to raise the overall stature of the IGF and to 

strive for the global Internet Policy developed with reference to the IGF thinking, for the global 

Internet policy to revolve around IGF outputs and (perhaps even recommendations), and if all of 

us desire results in terms of preserving the openness and the global nature of the Internet, it will 

require actions from the MAG such as an amplified call for contributions from Governments, 

business, the technical community, civil society, academia and "new funders".  With improved 

engagement, the WG could get to such tasks. 

 

Discussion on the list: 

 

A strategic plan to have a concrete outcome on a particular issue : 

 

1. The plan would start with an assessment by the MAG of a topic / issue that had significant 

traction / interest during an IGF, with involvement across the stakeholder base.  The topic could 

arise from within other stakeholder communities, e.g. IETF, ICANN, etc. and has broader implications to 

the whole IGF community or derived from workshop/Open Forum proposals or otherwise clearly urgent 

with global implications 

 

2.  Once chosen a WG would need to be established with a Call (in normal way); on IGF site; 

would be chaired by MAG representative;  

 

3.  WG would develop and overall plan for the discussion of this subject / issue along the lines 

of a Dynamic Coalition or BPF perhaps seeking input / expertise from elsewhere  

 

4. Very initial ideas / recommendations on the issue would (after approval by MAG) socialised 

publically and then presented at the following IGF for in-depth discussion (with necessary 

allocation of time etc);  

 

5.  The WG, taking input from the IGF and the on-line Community would develop ideas / 

recommendations further and work up a detailed consultation inter-sessionally;  



 

6. Subject to MAG approval the consultation would be issued with input sought at least 3 

months ahead of next IGF, allowing WG time to discuss, draft and publish a final Report with 

Recommendations which would then go to the IGF;  

 

7. At the IGF there would be a special session (with necessary advance publicity) to secure 

broad approval / endorsement of the Recommendations; these would just reflect a multi 

stakeholder dialogue, no more than that, but would demonstrate the ability of IGF to reach 

outcomes that can guide global policy making;  

 

Further suggestions and questions: 

 

The seven points above outline a proper sequence for formal outcome or recommendation on a 

certain issue that have the time for such a methodical policy approach 

 

One opinion is that there would be a number of variants, it may be difficult for MAG, after an 

IGF, to simply pick an issue and then conclude Recommendations on that issue without going 

back to IGF the next time. The process for a draft position to be taken  to the next IGF -  is a 

logical and fair sequence for arriving at [concrete and major]  policy positions / 

recommendations [from the IGF]. For an outcome to take the shape of a concrete 

recommendation from the IGF on a policy topic, it does require a formal consensus process and 

it takes time.  Formal, concrete recommendations from the IGF, it requires a thorough 

consensus process that may require a draft paper to go back to the next IGF  

 

However, It might be possible for the MAG to choose issues and make recommendations without waiting 

for the next IGF, if the exercise is carried out elaborately. Such an exercise would result in a report 

including outcomes or recommendations that can be disseminated. This is the "tangible output" of the 

IGF. There could be different classes of IGF outputs: 

 

●  We may need a process flow for some issues to progress right out of a just concluded 

IGF, within 30-60 days, perhaps even with a 'rough consensus' or 'rough 



recommendation' status; or create a one page document from MAG to policy makers, 

that summarises, in general, topics and deliberations during the just concluded IGF, 

which could be in reflection of the "mood" of the just concluded IGF  

● We may also need a process or methods for the MAG to simultaneously examine 

deliberations from a range of topic debates across the cross spectrum of work by DCs / 

BPFs / workshops / open forums and main sessions (even from speeches by special 

invitees) These could also be readable summaries that 'roughly' summarize the 

deliberations on various topics, aimed for a larger audience.  

● Also, the BPFs and DCs would have their own outputs.  

 

However, it is important to know what individual positions are at an early stage. Using online tools can 

assist in bringing these in the open, early on in the process. It also allows for clear input and decision 

paths. The (virtual) MAG meetings can be used much more effectively this way, as initial input and 

debates all have taken place online. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


